Influence of internal structure on kinetics of drug release from wax matrix tablets.
To examine the influence of the internal structure of a wax matrix tablet on in vitro drug release, the release rates of several tablets consisting of various proportions of drug and wax were compared with the water penetration rates from the compressed and lateral surfaces of the tablets. The penetration rates from the lateral surface were found to be much faster than those from the compressed surface in all cases. A theoretical equation involving a two-dissolving-direction was derived on the basis of the boundary retreating concept. The retreating rate constants deduced from the dissolution results were well coincident with the values directly determined by the needle penetration method, suggesting good applicability of the proposed equation. The results suggest that the tortuosity of the water channels created in a tablet during dissolution is generally smaller in the horizontal direction than that in the vertical direction. This would be caused by the drug particles or granules being elongated in the horizontal direction by compression.